Embodied online dance learning objectives of CAROUSEL+
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ABSTRACT

This is a position paper concerning the embodied dance learning objectives of the CAROUSEL+.† project, which aims to impact how online immersive technologies influence multi-user interaction and communication with a focus on dancing and learning dance together online. We aim to enable shared online social immersive experiences across the reality-virtuality continuum synchronizing audio, visual and haptic rendering. In teaching and learning to dance remotely, our models should support accessibility, style transfer and adaptation of multi-modal feedback according to skills, strength, flexibility observations.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet connects individuals to the world. Phones and computers give unprecedented access not only to information but also to countless other people in the world in virtual social networks. However, a lot of online experience is passive, disconnected and disembodied. Internet users are patently part of the digital world, but often isolated from real-world sensations and feelings such as the presence of others, their touch, or their movement. We find ourselves isolated, instead of brought together, by the very technologies that are designed to connect us.

Isolation and loneliness are distressing and debilitating and have long-lasting consequences for health, including mental health, productivity, and happiness [31]. The current COVID-19 crisis and the consequent social distancing, confinement and lockdown have made the problem more acute and visible for the whole of society. The ways in which we stay in touch with friends, family and colleagues and take part in social events will probably change forever. CAROUSEL+ has the vision that, with the support of novel, original and imaginative combinations of Artificial Intelligence and immersive interaction technologies, people will be able to feel each other’s presence, touch, and movement, even if they are physically disconnected. These new developments will help overcome isolation and loneliness and bring improvements to our health, work, and wellbeing. Moreover, they will also generate the foundations for an ecosystem of original, as yet unimagined forms of communication and expression.

Dance is a profoundly human activity. We dance when we are in love, we show we are happy with dance, sharing a dance with someone creates a deep connection. Together with language and music, dance is one of the few behaviors that occurs naturally in children and is attested universally across world cultures [25]. Dance uniquely combines thinking, feeling, sensing, and doing. It has strong effects on physiological and psychological well-being, combining the benefits of physical exercise with heightened sensory awareness, cognitive function, creativity, inter-personal contact and emotional expression [11, 25]. This is why in CAROUSEL+ we have chosen dance as vehicle to implement our vision.

Our studies include modern freeform dance styles in groups and in pairs, folk dances, and partner dances such as tango. We believe dance presents a special challenge due to the complex dependency between the motions, the music, the tactile contact and the dancers’ feelings and sensations. The results learned from dance will open up research avenues to many other use cases in the future, from physical training to manual assembly, martial arts, companionship etc., that require collaboration and synchronization of movements in groups.

A person may feel lonely or isolated if they find themselves with nobody to contact, temporary confined, in pandemic quarantine or lockdown conditions. This person may open an interaction with a digital character and start dancing together; other real people may decide to join (figure 2). In live events an icebreaker, for example from a group animator, an inspiring dancer, musician, moderator, trainer, or companion is often needed to kick-start the interaction. We imagine that an autonomous digital character will be able to play this role in the future. This is precisely the technical CAROUSEL+ breakthrough: to create AI-driven characters who will be able to interact autonomously with a single person or a group of people in a meaningful way and the people can feel and dance with each other even if they are physically not in the same space!

Therefore, CAROUSEL+ aims to deliver a fully immersive-
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shared performance environment through which participants may visualize their interactions with each other and AI-characters in a virtual space or in a mixed reality reconstruction of their rooms to lay the foundation for networked synchronized virtual dancing as well as other physical activities. CAROUSEL+ aims to lay the new technical and scientific foundation for social and physical real-world AI for enhanced social interaction with digital characters (Figure 2).

Many interaction and movement synthesis tasks benefit from the ability of predicting the user’s movements and/or intention based on past movements and sensor data. However, for many interaction tasks, predicting poses and movement trajectories is not enough, and the user’s movement needs to be understood in terms of the movement vocabularies of particular dance styles, and ergonomic and biomechanical properties such as energy expenditure and perceived effort. Furthermore, for the AI system to adapt the difficulty or to give constructive criticism on various poses or dance styles it is also necessary to evaluate the user’s fatigue needs based on kinematic data alone. However, a full-body model for real-time perceived fatigue analysis and motion synthesis has yet to be developed.

2 Interdisciplinary Co-design Methodology

This project involves technical, scientific, social science, innovation, and artistic partners from the outset. The focus on dance is the beginning of our research path to explain our research concepts. The consortium follows the interdisciplinary co-design methodology for the development of the scenarios, use cases, requirements for the interactive formats and technologies, demonstrations, and validations. From the start of the project, the consortium partners are involving interdisciplinary co-designers in their cities, networks, and campuses, holding focus groups with artists, musicians, design students, technologists, and scientists.

In our research, we concentrate on the emergent method to study novel forms of social interaction between groups of humans and digital characters. Emergent behavior of a system cannot be described by the behavior of the components of the system and is therefore unexpected to a designer or observer. The development of new interactive technologies takes place within Research and Development aspects of computer science and technology on one side and artistic and social science on the other. These worlds are characterized by different thought processes, work techniques, strengths, and needs. Unravelling the potential of all sides in order to find unusual innovative solutions requires close interdisciplinary collaboration.

Our concept, scenarios and experiments are based on hypotheses that emergent behavior will arise from the interactions between members of a group, rather than from the behavior of the members of the group in isolation. The idea is that unforeseen, yet unknown forms of expression and communication will develop between humans and digital characters in our experiments. This should lead to the emergence of a new generation of digital characters being capable of motivated, autonomous interaction with humans.

Two things are clear about artificial intelligence (AI) and extended reality (XR). First, the technologies will be flooding the consumer, enterprise, and education markets in the coming decades. Second, researchers know little to nothing about how this novel technology will change social interaction. In CAROUSEL+ we will run user studies with different test user groups (ranging from experts to beginner dance students of all ages) to explore how group interaction will change by staging trials, experiments and live dance events with XR and AI-characters. “Experts” in this regard include dance experts, such as teachers and hobby dancers who may have not a lot of expertise in XR technologies, and XR experts, such as developers and psychologists who may not have much experience in dancing, or a combination of both expert types.

3 Enabling Technology Objectives

CAROUSEL+ aims to develop a complete solution for realistic augmentation and interaction of people with a never before seen level of quality and presence in the dynamic virtual environment. This is expected to have a large impact on other uses and applications of extended reality. The integration and experimental validation for the dancing experience of the proposed visual, haptic, and aural technologies providing consistent low-latency multi-modal feedback is of great research interest and challenge. Whilst hardware improves and develops, alternative combinations of devices will suit levels of sensing and display with increasing freedom of movement towards ideally fully unencumbered immersive dance in the presence of virtual dance partners.

3.1 Audio

Audio is a critical component to rendering an immersive feedback for remote participants to feel tele-present in a virtual shared environment and key to musical rhythmic dance. CAROUSEL+ will focus upon binaural audio reproduction over headphones/earphones, in line with industry practice for monitoring live-performance and production. By contrast, spatial audio reproduction over loudspeakers tends to require large numbers of loudspeakers, careful positioning, and calibration, and suffers limited isolation between personal sound delivered to multiple listeners in the same room [9, 28].

Traditionally, mixes for feedback during film/music production are channel-based whereas interactive media tend to be object-based, such as games and emerging broadcast technologies [13]. For an auditory display to sound realistically, one must include both sound sources and their reverberation with the (virtual) acoustical environment [29]. Current research is exploring methods to avoid poor localization, front-back confusions, and a lack of externalization (i.e., failing to display the sound outside of the listener’s head) and context of the real environment’s acoustic materials [10].

CAROUSEL+ will advance feedback methods to give an object-based immersive experience, and will employ machine-learning methods to select appropriate features from images and anthropometric data to estimate a close match to each actor’s individual head-related impulse response (HRIR), e.g., via sparse representation [He15]. The novel contributions to audio rendering in CAROUSEL+ will be to demonstrate the use of object-based spatial audio for virtual auditory displays in synchronized networked shared experiences,

Figure 2: Levels of potential of real-world social and physical AI with autonomous digital characters.
to investigate the effect of virtual location acoustics within this representation, and to adapt the rendered scenes according to the various roles in the dance or setting. Key research questions to be addressed with respect to immersive audio experiences in CAROUSEL+ are:

- How can object-based spatial audio techniques bring benefit to a person’s immersion via a virtual auditory display that is adapted to his/her anthropometric measurements and delivered binaurally?
- What influence does the impression of the acoustics of the virtual environment have on the person’s immersion within that environment?
- How can auditory displays be designed to best scale to large groups and crowds?

### 3.2 Visual

CAROUSEL+ will deliver a combination of novel science (algorithms, representations) and engineering contributions to extend intelligent predictive motion sensing to real-time networked co-motions. This will enable real-time immersive remote visualization of partners’ virtual character performances. For addressing latency, motion prediction schemes [1] will surmount latency of body motion reconstruction among remote participants.

Although finger tracking involves capturing mainly fine scale details and motion, it is nevertheless important due to the nuances and subtleties they exhibit particularly in dance. Further, finger tracking will be leveraged by the haptic feedback system to provide the participants with unprecedented sensorimotor immersion in their connected performance and play environment.

We propose to advance the state of the art using integrated camera sensors with head mounted sensors, coupled with hand-held motion sensors for open, bespoke, easily deployable, new hardware frameworks. For transmitting facial avatar expressions with greater detail than before in the first instance, we will address eyes and mouth region by extending methods of facial capture using cameras mounted inside the immersive display headset [6, 30]. In the second instance, we will modify our solution to fuse camera sensor and immersive headset tracking information, covering the volume of each remote person, to specifically merge sensor data with as few encumbrances as possible. The aim, in each instance, is to acquire enough information to track key-features by locating cameras in the appropriate view for detailed facial, hand and body expression reconstruction. Recent promising work of the consortium on vision based facial capture image-based feature detail [20] and employs deep learning with synthesis and large 2D and 3D training sets [8].

### 3.3 Haptics

Current haptic feedback displays are not greatly suited to broad audience usage scenarios. Commercial devices, such as the CyberForce system, offer impressive force feedback capabilities but are cumbersome and adversely affect the range of motion and comfort of the wearer. Vibrotactile displays have recently gained popularity for gaming and industrial applications as they have smaller form factor and are therefore less intrusive 2. However, these solutions are not designed with a dance group in mind. Furthermore, the associated rendering methods are limited in their ability to provide rich, perceptually plausible feedback, although recent work has begun to focus on developing perceptual rendering methods for multi-grid displays creating highly immersive effects [3, 15, 16, 26].

A tangible result of CAROUSEL+ will be a sparse targeted-body haptic display, developed by consortium partners, which is capable of display a range of physical and non-physical effects to a participant, thus increasing their sense of presence in a virtual setting and providing spatiotemporal cues through touch and temperature sensing modality. The haptic actuators will utilize innovative design of vibrotactile hardware, which allows direct integration onto textiles. Hence considerably reducing any obstruction of movement important for dance. These will further provide optical tracking points for use with the sensor hardware, providing a whole-body sensorimotor solution. The haptic rendering methods will likewise leverage novel retargeting methodologies of CAROUSEL+ for providing realistic tactile stimulus to each person whose dance movements are being used to control their virtual character, mapping tangible interactions to each person’s body appropriately.

### 4 Social, Creative and Autotelic AI for Dance

CAROUSEL+ develops technology for intelligent simulation and control of physically plausible virtual characters. Interpreting the signals from multiple people in real-time with the purpose of driving high quality animated content underpinning seamless and engaging visual experiences in the context of dancing.

#### 4.1 User Analysis

CAROUSEL+ tackles the many unsolved research questions related to real-time embodied interaction: Prediction of future movements from partial sensor data, understanding of user intent in various contexts. This requires generative and predictive movement models that can be flexibly conditioned on subsets of observed variables, preferably without retraining for each possible subset. The models should also support accessibility, style transfer and adaption of multimodal feedback according to skills, strength, flexibility observations. Objectives include,

- Further building on neural generative models (e.g., StyleGAN 2 [18] and the DRMM [14]).
- Current approaches [2] in movement and dance style classification rely on a discretization of movement patterns, which narrows and specifies the number of dance styles for example. We will aim at extending such classifications to a continuous representation allowing a variety of styles.
- Increase value of feedback on posture or dance routine by incorporating models from biomechanical literature based on computational efficient torque and force analysis for kinematic fatigue measurements [21, 32].
- Incorporating current emotion recognition methods for explainable and valuable feedback.

A challenge that needs to be addressed is the adaption of these models to different users. To address this adaptation, next to various body measurements described in literature, CAROUSEL+ aims to develop the first full-body perceived fatigue analysis that can also be used for efficient motion synthesis with the optimization of rewards. For this we hope to combine recent movement synthesis approaches based on joint actuation torques [17] and our recently developed cumulative fatigue model for reinforcement learning (RL) [7], which uses cumulative fatigue to synthesize arm movements.

Furthermore, the machine learning models providing the estimates need to be explainable, for an AI movement partner such as a virtual dance teacher to be able to provide effective corrective feedback (“this is how you should correct your movement”) instead of just summative feedback (“this movement is incorrect”). Explainability is an active topic in machine learning, mostly pursued in the domain of medical image analysis; we will review the literature, apply, and extend the most promising approaches to movement. In addition to movement classification and analysis there has already
been work done on emotion recognition from image data specifically for VR, handling the partially occluded face due to the head mounted display [33]. If other sensors for face muscle activation [19, 22] or EEG [23] are available, they can also be used for emotion detection.

4.2 Character Animation for Dancing

CAROUSEL+ will investigate how to compute synchronized dance motions combining physical simulation that incorporates captured sensing performance data with anatomical knowledge. The algorithms will further ensure that the dance can be augmented and enhanced such that they conform to group constraints while not encumbering group members in an undesired manner. For the simulation of the dance use cases, we want to develop a framework for dancing motions that can adapt to input signals derived from real user motion such as rhythm and interact with the environment. To our knowledge no prior AI model exists that can interact and dance with humans, handle all kind of unpredictable behavior, give feedback and simultaneously come up with new creative movements and autotelic behavior in real-time. While Granados et al. [12] have developed a robot dance teacher, which provides haptic feedback to the user, it is not able to come up with its own new dance moves, nor analyse the user’s intention and behavior.

We plan to apply reinforcement learning of physics-based animation controllers. Increasing complexity in dance motions during training can be addressed by curriculum learning. Dancing requires a lot of creative and autotelic behavior to emerge that is intrinsically motivated. In reinforcement learning such motivation can be modelled by intrinsic rewards. In artificial agents, intrinsic motivation resembles curiosity and exploration. In reinforcement learning such motivation can be modelled by intrinsic rewards [4, 27]. Research [5, 24] suggests that such intrinsic rewards correspond to the need for novel stimuli, i.e. rewarding actions that yield novel or unpredicted observations.

To satisfy dancers quest for creativity, we want to be able to “teach” custom motion to the characters by copying emergent behavior directly from the online dancers. This will lead to the development of spontaneous dance improvisational skills.

The rigid body simulations only approximate the complex musculoskeletal system of a human. Therefore, unrealistic motions can be produced by a simulation. Increasing the complexity of the model will result in a loss of performance, therefore we intend to apply fatigue models to simulate the effect of muscle systems.

To avoid having to retrain each individual character separately and thus saving time and space, we plan to introduce reusable controllers for different AI-characters.

5 OUTLOOK

The innovation perspective of this new branch “Real-World Social and Physical AI” is tremendous as it can be applied to many applications in many areas, for physically interacting in a meaningful social way. In particular digital characters in the future could act as physical guides, educators, spectators, physical therapists and companions. Beyond social, entertainment, health and educational applications, CAROUSEL+ learning and understanding of body language and group dynamics could be deployed in many other areas, including security, peace-making, emergency handling and autonomous driving.

In our networked dance learning framework we can foresee taking advantage of regular rhythmic patterns, as exemplified by video games such as Just Dance, Beat Saber and Dance Central VR, but extended in guidance of cooperative, tactile and responsive motions with partners, going beyond learning by copying, but learning by leading and being led with anticipation and spontaneous response of the others’ moves. Further, live motion analysis in a body tracked XR session provides a data stream that can be adapted to deliver encouraging corrections, enhancements and amplification of dance sequences.
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